
To Whom It May Concern:

This is a letter of reference for Amanda Weber.  She was a student 
teacher with me for a total period of 6 weeks.  I have a grade 3 class with 
21 students of various academic capabilities and behaviour issues.  The 
levels of ability range from early grade 1 to grade 6, so programming can be 
a challenge.
Amanda taught language, math, art, drama and introduced an integrated unit 
on fairy tales to the students.  She used various strategies to catch the 
attention of the students.  For example, she would use a book or a picture 
that was appropriate and then tie it into what she wanted the students to 
complete.  Her ability to have everyone paying attention was well developed 
over the course of the 6 weeks.  She became very aware of students who 
needed to be close to her and those who could not sit together.
Amanda came to class each day with enthusiasm and with her lessons well 
prepared.  She herself was ready for anything that came up such as 
unexpected assemblies or guests in the room or a meeting that I needed to 
attend.  Her lessons were prepared with the abilities of the students in 
mind and were of the right length for each child to have success.  
Organization was top on her list of skills and she insisted that the students 
follow her routines as well.  She assessed work and gave positive feedback 
along with possible next steps to help upgrade the work.
Amanda was able to follow the discipline strategies used in class.  There are 
a couple of students in class with behaviour issues.  The BSR was a last 
resort.  She was able to follow my lead and redirect students to comply with 
requests.
Amanda grew to know each student and was able to assist them with any 
difficulty.  She saw potential in some students and through praise and 
guidance was able to see success with them. She has a way of saying things 
that always are positive.
Amanda is indeed a team player and will be a true asset to any staff.  Her 
enthusiasm and work ethic will ensure that her class succeeds and each 
child will meet or exceed their full potential.

Ann Odor,
Associate Teacher,
Hepworth Central Public School
(519-935-2061)


